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WHAT IS LANGUAGE IMMERSION? 
In immersion programs, students are immersed into another language through study of core 
academic content areas such as language arts, math, science and social studies. The new language 
is the medium of instruction as well as the object of instruction. Language immersion programs are 
an exciting option for parents who want their children to have the advantages of a rigorous 
academic program while also learning two languages. UCPS immersion teachers achieve rigor by 
using the NC Standards and the UCPS curriculum. 
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WHAT ARE THE TYPES OF DUAL LANGUAGE IMMERSION PROGRAMS? 
Most immersion programs begin in kindergarten when students begin formal schooling.   
 

In a one-way immersion program, English speakers focus on learning a partner language as 
the sole language of instruction for math, science, social studies and language arts in the 
‘target language’ (the new language).  

 In a one-way immersion program, students learning an alphabet language (i.e.  Spanish) focus on 
Spanish until 2nd or 3rd grade when English is introduced. In UCPS, one-way immersion students 
learning Spanish begin formal instruction in English language arts in 2nd grade.  

 In a one-way immersion program, students learning a logographic language (i.e. Mandarin Chinese) 
focus on Mandarin math, science, social studies and language arts in Mandarin. English is introduced 
form the start of kindergarten or in 2nd or 3rd grade. In UCPS, one-way immersion students learning 
Mandarin begin formal instruction in English language arts (in addition to Mandarin) in kindergarten.  

 

In a two-way immersion program, English speakers and speakers of another language 
(i.e. Spanish) learn language arts in their home language and another language as well as 
one or more content areas (math, science and social studies). In a two-way immersion 
program, students either split the instructional day into two languages or alternate 

teaching both languages every other day.  

 In the UCPS two-way 50/50 immersion program, English speakers and Spanish speakers enter the 
program learning language arts in English and Spanish on a split-day schedule. Language arts, science 
and social studies are taught in English. Language arts and math are taught in Spanish. The content 
areas will alternate as to the language of instruction in the elementary grades.  

 

WHAT DO THE PARENTS SAY? 
 Our daughters are thriving in a warm, loving environment. The   Mandarin program offers a school day 

rich, with learning experiences. As a parent, I am very pleased with the support, vision and guidance, 

the administration and teachers offer.” Lisi R (Marvin Parent) 

 We feel very blessed that my children are receiving this opportunity and highly recommend the 

program to any parent wanting to expand their child’s horizons.” Angela B. (Western Union Parent) 
 

WHAT DO THE UCPS PRINCPALS SAY? 

 "I'm so honored to be able to offer this program at Kensington. To think that we are able to give the 

children the valuable opportunity to become fluent in another language - not only are we giving our 

students the gift of a second language, but we're also giving the gift of exposure and acceptance of 

diversity and increased critical thinking abilities. We're opening up doors for these children that 

others may not have! What an amazing thing to offer our students". Dr. Rachel Clarke, Principal 

Kensington Elementary 

  “We’re confident our immersion program will help students in the future become more aware of the 

world around them without thinking about limits and borders. Our SPLASH students respect cultural 

differences knowing that those differences are what make people around the world unique, varied, 

and wonderful.” Scott Spencer, Principal, Shiloh Elementary 

 “Students in the immersion program at Unionville show great self- confidence and exhibit high time 

on task in the classroom.” Dr. Sharyn VonCannon, Principal, Unionville Elementary 
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WHAT DOES THE NC DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION SAY? 
The focus of dual language/immersion programs is to help students become proficient in a 
target language, in addition to English. These students master subject content from other 
disciplines, using the target language or both languages.  
 

Research shows:  

 All students develop high levels of proficiency in the target language and English. 

 Academic performance of students is at or above grade level. 

 Students demonstrate positive cross-cultural attitudes and behaviors. 
 

The first DL/I program was launched in North Carolina in the 1990-91 school year. By 2005, 
there were 7 schools with dual language/immersion programs. Currently, there are over 120 
programs and that number is growing. 

  
http://wlnces.ncdpi.wikispaces.net/Dual+Language+&+Immersion+Program 

 
http://www.dpi.state.nc.us/docs/acre/standards/new-standards/foreign-language/world-language.pdf 
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WHAT DOES THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON THE TEACHING OF FOREIGN 
LANGUAGES SAY? 

ACTFL charts the proficiency levels from Intermediate Mid to Distinguished and the careers 
that match the various levels of proficiency.  http://bit.ly/2vkzrhf  

 
WHAT DOES THE CENTER FOR ADVANCED RESEARCH ON LANGUAGE 

ACQUISTION (CARLA) SAY? 
“Without question, the issue investigated most often in research on language immersion education is 
students' ability to perform academically on standardized tests administered in English. This question emerges 
again and again in direct response to stakeholder concerns that development of a language other than English 
not jeopardize basic schooling goals, high levels of oral and written communication skills in English, and grade-
appropriate academic achievement. The research response to this question is longstanding and consistent. 
English proficient immersion students are capable of achieving as well as, and in some cases better than, non-
immersion peers on standardized measures of reading and math. 
 
This finding applies to students from a range of socioeconomic and ethnic backgrounds, as well as diverse 
cognitive and linguistic abilities.  Moreover, academic achievement on tests administered in English occurs 
regardless of the second language being learned. In other words, whether learning through alphabetic 
languages (Spanish, Hawaiian, French, etc.) or character-based languages (Mandarin, Japanese, Cantonese), 
English-proficient students will keep pace academically with peers in English-medium programs.” 
http://bit.ly/2f00YgV  
 

WILL MY CHILD LEARN TO READ AND WRITE ENGLISH? 
“It is important to acknowledge that early studies carried out in one-way total immersion programs, where 
English may not be introduced until grades 2–5, show evidence of a temporary lag in specific English language 
skills such as spelling, capitalization, punctuation, word knowledge, and word discrimination. That said, these 
studies also find that within a year or two after instruction in English language arts begins, the lag disappears. 
There were no long-term negative repercussions to English language or literacy development.” Tara Fortune, 
http://bit.ly/2f00YgV  
 

WHAT SHOULD I DO TO HELP MY CHILD LEARN THE NEW LANGUAGE? 
Be positive and encourage your child. Praise your child for their accomplishments in the new 
language. Do not compare your child’s growth in the new language to other children. 
Children learn to walk, talk, read and write at different paces. Provide opportunities for your 
child to interact with people of the other language, watch movies, have access to online or 
IOS apps and books, and to engage in cultural events from the new culture and language.  
 

WHAT SHOULD I DO TO HELP MY CHILD LEARN OUR HOME LANGUAGE? 
Reading to and with children on a daily basis is the best foundation you can give your child for academic 
success. Ask and answer questions with your child about the story, the drawings, new information and the 
story’s meaning. Provide books for your child from the library or from the bookstore. Provided drawing and 
writing paper for your child.  
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Goals of Immersion: 
Our goal in UCPS is that all students 

will 

• develop high levels of proficiency 
in two languages 

• demonstrate academic 
performance at or above grade level 

• demonstrate positive cross- 
cultural attitudes and behaviors 

Why Immersion?  
Gain: 

 Language proficiency in two 
languages 

 Enhanced cognitive skills 

 Greater self-esteem and self-
identity 

 Increased cultural awareness and 
sensitivity 

 Global competence 

 Career skills for the national and 
international market 

Learn with: 

 academic rigor  

 high engagement 
 

 
Union County Public Schools partners with Participate in providing experienced, highly qualified, 

North Carolina licensed teachers who are native speakers of Mandarin Chinese or Spanish to 
educate the student in the dual language immersion programs. 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

For more information, please visit http://bit.ly/UCPSDLI  
or contact Jessica Garner, Director of College Readiness and Innovation  

(704) 292-7999 jessica.garner@ucps.k12.nc.us  
Donna Podgorny, Dual Language Immersion Instructional Coach  

(704) 290-1508 donna.podgorny@ucps.k12.nc.us  
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